ansir restaurant

protected from harm. the drive from
atatürk international airport went by
seamingly fast where vague information of the city was being thrown at
me. the former byzantine wall stuck
to me. this city was once a haven to
the roman, byzantine and ottoman empires that was so significant that
it must be protected from harm. put
within a bubble of brick & mortar,
this city was intended for power.

taksim square

istiklal avenue

misunderstood. upon arriving to istanbul, the notion that
the city was cultural was instilled into my mind. the
city, the social life, the religion was all misunderstood.
to me, it was a city known for its silhouette and turkish
delights. but this was all wrong. it was more than that,
it was something that no story could be told over a cup of
coffee, but rather something that an individual must experience to truly understand the depth of this city.

day zero

felt like home. for dinner i was taken to a customary turkish restaurant where
i first experienced what was usual turkish dining. the name of the restaurant
was asir, a rather hole-in-the-wall restaurant, but nonetheless a generous
place to dine where it felt like home. as customary, in turkey the beverage of choice was an alcoholic drink called raki. it was mainly accompanied
with food and more so, the meal lasted several courses. the strong taste of
licorice lasts on the tongue but again, this was part of their dining, part
of their culture. outside the restaurant i observed a military truck parked
on the opposing side armed with a turret. i felt uneasy to see one in real
life and so close, but equally secure to know that protection was all around.

proceeding the dinner with friends,
i was taken to the famous taksim
square. the first observation of one
of the project sites, i was able to
make an individual investigation of
how people occupied the square. it
was late, nearing midnight, but the
night was young. very young. a friday night meant a flood of the general population who seeked to go out
and enjoy time with friends at restaurants, clubs, shopping or even
just spending time on istiklal. it
was evident that taksim square came
alive at night, even though it never
dies during the day, but what stuck
out to me was the quality of life.
it was different and needed to be
explored.

taksim square
istiklal avenue
staples. the first stop was taken at the galata tower where i took a position at the base of the adjacent street to sketch the tower. pieces of architecture like this was a staple for istanbul, it was something that became
a destination to visit, whether you investigate inside to the proceed to the
top or not, the beauty of it may still have been observed from a distance.

galata tower

anatolia; asia
galata bridge
yeni cami mosque
spice bazaar

arasta bazaar
hypodrome
little hagia sophia

day one

new mosque
davut aga
plan // section

opposite. proceeding to the air train that took me to another stamp of istanbul, the eminönü square was my first one-on-one with a piece of the muslim
country. visiting the yeni cami mosque, better known as the new mosque, was
different nonetheless, inside and out. seeing the built tiers of hierarchy
of domes that conceal the ornamental immersed interior work. I realized that
the inside of a building, any typology, could have nothing to do with its
façade, rather, it could even tell the complete opposite. ruled by minarets,
these built-up domes evoked the feeling of something spiritually higher than
an individual.

progression. from completely disassociated, to a courtyard that acted as a
midway point, to completely engulfed, i noticed the mosque was designed in
sectional layers. one must temporarily pause at this median to reach the
prayer space. after the courtyard, they demanded the removal of shoes and
the women to cover their heads. i removed my shoes and proceeding within the
prayer sanctuary. immediately i lost all understanding of depth. the major
dome caused me to have difficulty understanding how tall this mosque stood.
the tedious tile work covering each wall, each corner, each crevice leaves a
jaw dropped and window work that allowed sunlight to pour in sparingly illuminated the upper domes that towered over me, making me feel insignificant.

i sat in silence for the prayer.

sumac. adjacent to the
yeni
cami
mosque
was
the spice bazaar. this
L shaped market congestion was filled with vendors selling all sorts
of spices, tea and turkish delights, but they
were all selling the same
thing. it felt redundant,
but the fact that there
was so many of them in
different character made
the first one completely
different from the next
one. i purchased sumac,
an interesting garnish i
used on my meal the night
before that i needed more
of.

routine. my observation of the city thus far, applicable yet insignificant,
is that society is structure by routine, in a way. it was too soon to make a
set-in-stone statement on personal reflections, but i observed how diligent
the city was. the prayers, four times each day, called millions to reach
the nearest mosque for their personal moment with their god. the women were
separated from the men during prayer, hidden behind a porous wooden partition while the men occupied the open floor under over-lit dim chandeliers
suspended from the dome. prior to prayer, men were to wash at the available
washing faucets before entering the mosque. this was everyday, this was routine. with speakers attached to each minaret of each mosque, the city roared
with the muslim prayer, calling all to pray.

sultan ahmet complex
plan

ruins. hearing the history behind the hippodrome and seeing its remains were
two opposite ends of the spectrum to me. intended by constantine to hold
100,000 spectators of chariot races, I was left standing in front of a fraction of what remained of the hippodrome. made for chariot races during the
byzantine rule that fell to ruins was now a retaining wall for a parking lot.
history contradicts itself sometimes. this was that time.

tattered. the eastern orthodox byzantine church ordered by ruler justinian,
located far off from anything busy or hectic, was known for being called
the little aya sophia. converted into an ottoman mosque, i remember it being
the first mosque we were able to go up to the second story. maybe this was a
sign that told which were byzantine churches converted to mosques and which
were original mosques. adjacent to the exit was a cemetery, added post fall
of the byzantine, was neglected with tattered inscriptions. several of the
symbolic knots at the peak of each tombstone were in crumbles, but they were
the tell-tale sign that the graves were post ottoman decree.

creed. that sunday
i observed a catholic mass service
at saint anthony’s. new to me, so
i was susceptible
to see a different
religious engagement. during the
speech given by
the priest, it hit
me. it hit me that
i was in a muslim country, naive
to the fact that
i was attending a
catholic mass. the
catholic creed was
much different to
that of the muslims, but it was
belief. regardless
of who’s, regardless of built surroundings,
principal views that
are owned by a
single person are
to be expressed
when allowed. and
i stress the word
allowed;
because
thankfully
religion had a sort of
freedom here.

saint anthony’s padua

yeni cami mosque

yerebatan sarnici
direk sarnici
ayasofya
sultanahmet camii

day two

medusa. the yerebatan sarnici was the basilica cistern i submerged into.
built in the sixth century by the byzantines, things are starting to get put
into perspective. the amount of work and not to mention detail that occurred
to build these massive superstructures felt like a slap in the face. no advanced technology and the people of this city were still capable to build
things so vast, so large, so massive. the myth stood that medusa, the greek
gorgon monster, had the statue of her head inverted supporting a column to
abolish any evil to the city. ordered by the ruler constantine, the cistern
was primarily a large open public space before they converted it to an underground water reservoir. built by some seven thousand slaves, the water
held inside was made to provide water to the topkapi palace during the cities
ottoman rule. the repetitious army of columns stood holding the crust of the
earth above me while their toes rested under water.

strictly
business.
turkish coffee was no
luxury to the turkish.
the places that served
them were no luxury
either. built inlets
into narrow corridors
branching off istiklal,
i visited these cafés
that didn’t require
ordering appetizers or
dessert even, it’s almost like they knew it
was strictly business;
coffee or tea.

ayasofya - justinian
isidore of miletus
section

test of time. proceeding the cisterns, i entered a test of time. it’s funny
how in a place like new york city, you kind of get this feeling when you
can see that you are in a specific area. you can tell when you’re in the
financial district. you can tell when you’re in the garment district. you
can tell when you’re in the diamond district. but i felt like i was in the
historical district. the ayasofya, today the hagia sophia, an orthodox byzantine basilica was the largest of its kind. ordered during the reign of
constantius II, it was built in the year 360. after being built again due
to a fire, theodosius II ordered for the second reconstruction which again
was burned to the ground. finally, emperor justinian built what stands today as the final ayasofya in 532. it stood the test of time. the time that
architecture is meant to withstand, disaster or not. the importance of the
basilica was more than just a church for the people. it was a staple for
istanbul. a staple that represented the countries’ power and reign from empire to empire and it was meant to be flaunted.

there is poetry in architecture.

monster. being inside such a structure made me realize how impossible it was
to wrap my head around how massive this was. no photo could do a viewer justice. the only way to remotely understand what was happening was to actually
be there, and even then i could not. thinking alone about how such a monster
could have been built in a time where no form of advanced technology was in
grasp is worth asking questions.

sultanahmet cami - sultan ahmed i
sedefkar mehmed aga
plan // perspective

sultanahmet complex // topkapi palace complex
plan

war. the sultanahmet camii, today the blue mosque, ordered by ahmed I was an
original mosque, unlike the original basilicas in whom changed their identity through rule and reign. sultan ahmed wanted his mosque to be superior
to all during his reign. located in walking distance from the ayasofya, to
the point that it almost attempts to compete with the byzantine church. the
two turkish monumental staples stand high, with nothing but an open courtyard between them. i judge the mosques as if they are frozen, ready for war
of all who’s-who wars and all that stands between them are the naive people
who effortlessly take photographs day in and day out. they argue with each
other, argue with the height of their dome, the number of their minarets,
the detail in their masonry.

i drowned in the cities silhouette.

valued. that night i went off of the popular istiklal street for dinner.
walking through the crowded side streets on a sunday night, i found myself
sitting in a restaurant’s mezzanine level overlooking people eat dinner. the
people are different here. it’s as if you can tell they enjoy life. conversing over their day or over politics may have been routine for what accompanied their meal. maybe life wasn’t so hard for them, maybe it was. maybe they
knew what really valued in their lives, even if it were dinner with friends
and family. maybe they just knew how to enjoy it.

beyazit contexual complex
plan

rüstem pasa camii
grand bazaar

nuruosmaniye camii

beyazit square
beyazit camii
column of constantine

day three

sultanahmet cami - sultan bayezid ii
yakub sah bin sultan sah
plan // section

prayer against institution. with the beyazit camii to my right and the istanbul university gates to my left, i found myself struck in between the
two in the center of beyazit square. the square safe havens students, workers, religion and tourists all at once. the layers of people who surface the
square from the imperial road of constantine sporadically come and go to the
square. the gate for the university which once was an army barrack, directly
across the beyazit mosque, felt like i was in the middle of some contradiction. services of war against services of peace and there i was trying to
understand why. maybe the two belonged together, it was balance to some sort
of argument that never found an answer between the two staples of istanbul.
but the people of istanbul saw it as prayer or institution. and i saw it as
juxtaposition.

identity. the second largest mosque, commissioned by the ottoman sultan
beyazid II, was under renovations which did not stop people from the prayer.
these are more factual insights to my realizations. these are structures
that have standed the test of time, that have the contingency to convert but
remain within their own identity. because to me, the mosques, the towers,
the squares, the people, they have layers of identities that are each within
their own private realm. maybe this theory of each having it’s own private
realm, or sanctum, can reveal or render the small parts that evidently reveal
the city as a whole.

barter. one of the oldest known markets in the world, the grand bazaar houses
vendors within a labyrinth trapping tourists who know no better. beginning
in 1455, sultan mehmet II ordered the bazaar to be the designated space for
trading textiles. through additions of other markets, the grand bazaar became
the most known trading area for goods. the markets generously pour into the
passageways offering everything from tea sets to antique jeweled weaponry.
with market owners grabbing people to offer their possessions for sale, the
only thing that seemed to change about this place was the price. one could
barter their way down from the offered price, others wouldn’t budge. the
experience was fun nonetheless; walking out with a feeling of gratification
and goods in hand, you can see it on every shoppers face.

the silence was suffocating.

sultanahmet cami - sultan bayezid ii
yakub sah bin sultan sah
elevation

tile works. the
raw yet decorated
exterior of the
mosques such as
the rüstem pasa
and
nuruosmaniye mosques tell
a different story
inside. the time
that went into the
tile works cannot
be accounted for
but the detail and
quality can be.

osmanbey station//aboutblank architects
ataturk library
taksim square
istiklal street

eminönü square

day four

ambiguous arrangement. the use of taksim square is far from any civil way
to use a public space provided by the government. taksim houses the major
protests for istanbul and the repercussions of these protests are leaving
the people of the city with nothing to protest about. taksim is an engulfment of pedestrians who flood the square heading to separate arteries of the
square, mainly istiklal. the term “taksim” actually means distribution, and
the square does that. does it do it evenly, maybe even progressively? no.
but the square is arguing with itself. some sort of self-contained bicker of
program and social agenda that creates the context and society to collapse
within themselves. considered the heart of the modern istanbul, taksim becomes this ambiguous arrangement of open space that leaves a person wandering
with no initial destination. this is what the square is today, a temporal
destination to branch its arteries to less important parts of istanbul leaving the traveler with nothing to think of taksim other than a subway stop.

taksim square // gezi park
post 1923 democracy

hails. it was evident in my time here that president atatürk was a symbol for
the country. he may have even been considered their liberator, a liberator
from the past to the future. perhaps he was a threshold for the empire to
proceed on to democracy. with statues at almost every public space, atatürk
was a symbol for the nation as he hails over any park or piece of currency.
the atatürk library was a unique expression for the president but it was
clear that he was known for his power and that it stayed that way.

eskisehir odunpazari urban tenatacles
2012
aboutblank

the dollar. in my visit to the financial district, this portion of the city
seemed peculiar from the rest i have seen prior. everything seemed commercial and for the dollar. but every business city district feels that way,
it’s basically the standard. I made way to a local firm in istanbul known as
aboutblank architects. the meeting was held in their office as they showed
a series of slides of their projects. the office was quite known, even more
for working with super firms like mvrdv.

black sea

bosphorus strait

kanlica
fatih bridge

kavacik//boran architects

levent
amongst the hills. standing at the shore of europe, i stared across the
strait to what was asia. turkey splits itself and the bosphorus strait becomes a hallway for vessels traveling from the mediterranean to and from
the black sea. the shore is aligned with municipal buildings and castle
fortresses while real estate is sprinkled amongst the hills.

bosphorus bridge

day five
marmara sea

the city stretches from past to present.

levent station//sapphire building

istiklal street
evolved. prior to being the istanbul university, the complex was known as
the ottoman ministry of war. after constantine the great had built istanbul to model after rome, the layout of complexes among the seven hills of
istanbul have all become the translators from greek to roman to ottoman
ruling. the beyazit tower which was used as a fire watch tower during the
times it was a military barracks. istanbul university was founded in 425
A.D. where emperor theodosius ii ordered for 31 chairs of law, philosophy, medicine, arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, music, and rhetoric. After
the conquest of the Ottomans, a madrasa was added to the complex which now
incorporated a religious school. the university has seventeen faculties
spread out among five campuses with the beyazit campus being the main campus known as the forum tauri during the roman empire. it was evident that
the istanbul university has evolved and the city has evolved with it. this
transformation from barrack to university tells the story that the city of
istanbul has not stopped from reconstruction and it will not stop from reconstruction.

istanbul university

day six

located in the central
business district in
levent, the sapphire
is the tallest building in istanbul. designed by tabanlioglu
architects, it is the
country’s first ecological tower finished
in 2011 with a total
of 64 stories with
privatized gardens and
communal living areas.
the tower is a residential building that
overlooks all of the
business district from
the roof tower level. the spire at the
ground floor has become a times square
advertising board that
occupies retail space
and restaurants.

clustered. süleymaniye capii, known as the largest mosque of istanbul leaves
a monumental scar on the skyline of istanbul. beginning in 1550 and finally
finished in 1558, sultan süleyman had focused on creating the 53 meter high
dome to tower over the clustered context. approached by a fire in 1660, the
mosque was rebuilt but later suffered an earthquake that shattered part of
the dome in 1766.
süleymaniye mosque
istanbul, turkey
section // plan
galata tower

eminönü square
süleymaniye camii
beyazit square
grand bazaar

day seven

luck. carrying on through the süleymaniye complex, i went on through to
find myself at the architect’s tomb. mimar sinan was the greatest architect
who ever lived for turkey. the mausoleum stood at the corner of two streets
standing out like a sore thumb asking people to take a second and talk. the
tomb was a special one at that. myth stood that touching the architect’s
tomb would actually bring people good luck and prosperity. bypassers grazed
the tomb with their hands seeking optimism in their life; we are victims of
superstition.

evolves. nine stories at
66 meters high, the galata
tower brings me back to my
first sketch on my first
day. how i saw it then
means different from how i
see it now. understanding
how it went through being
a tower for spotting fires
in the city, to being used
as storage and now as a
tourist mecca. with a line
out the door and a gift
shop in the lobby of the
elevators, i thought about
my stance on the test of
time. if a historical
landmark turns into some
sort of tourist line-up,
is it truly standing the
test of time? i can tell
you that i bet they never
thought it would have an
elevator and a gift shop
tacked on in 1348 A.D.
maybe the test of time
is just the fact that it
still stands, regardless
of what it evolves into.

istanbul and her silhouette isn’t the same anymore.

roman aquaducts
topkapi palace complex
beyazit square
hagia irene

they spoke their emotions without
moving their mouths.

day eight

power. the topkapi palace continues to reign the old city of istanbul. sultan
mehmed ii ordered for the complex to be built, where it would house the ottoman sultans who would proceed his ruling of the city. after conquering the
byzantine constantinople, topkapi palace found its way to house nearly four
thousand people until the seventeenth century where the sultans preferred to
reside in their proper palaces along the bosphorus. the palace contained a
total of four courtyards, kitchens, dormitories, stables, chamber of petitions, a library, a treasury, and a mosque. this all translated to power from
municipality to society. istanbul and the topkapi palace was the body that
constantine had laid the foundation for, taken by the ottomans and mutated
to their divine supposition.

salvaged from deviation. the waterless aqueducts of istanbul hovered over
atatürk boulevard as one of the several standing remains from the roman empire. the masonry was still much in tact, but the purpose was much destroyed
since the beginning of the city. being used as waterways to support the city,
the roman aqueducts stand now as a blurred drive-thru for automobiles each
day. in a way it leaves a bad taste in a persons mouth. perhaps it could have
been salvaged from it’s deviation.

from rule to reign. since beginning to end, the thought and experience conjugation has by far evolved into something pictures nor words may paint.
istanbul has favored itself to become a city of culture, a city of argument,
a city of history, a city of future; a city of juxtaposition. the city has
itself in the clutch of a social turn. municipality and the social class have
become an unanswered altercation that has been through treacherous trials
and errors with itself. where the city severely fails, the city also succeeds surpassingly. from a macro to micro scale, the argument of society is
asking to be turned into a discussion. the richness of istanbul’s past is
slowly deteriorating and the answer to solve it is unclear. but istanbul has
the aspiration to solve this. where people work to live rather than living to
work and authority has given an illusion of freedom and progression to those
people day in and day out. the quality of life is beautiful here. an eloquent
routine of society under religion tell stories that each person has. because
each person of istanbul has their proper private sanctum that is not revealed
to bystanders. the marvels that istanbul effortlessly gives to tourists has
become an entendre of the work and pain the city has undergone from rule to
reign. perhaps the people of istanbul have not spoken loud enough.

